Introduction
In issue 4 of the 23 rd volume of this journal, Charles Foster published a critical piece on the topic of Dignity and the Ownership and Use of Body Parts, arguing that property-based models of the ownership of human body parts are as ubiquitous as they are inadequate. 1 The notion of 'human dignity', Foster argues (therein and in some of his earlier work), 2 serves as a better candidate than its competitors for the role of moral guide in disputes pertaining to body parts which have been severed from their original subject. This argument is posited notwithstanding the fact (that Foster himself recognises) that dignity is often seen as a 'hopelessly amorphous ', 3 'vacuous concept' which should be 'discarded as a potential foundation for rights claims, unless and until its source, nature, relevance and meaning are determined'. 4 The present piece does not purport to definitively determine the source, nature, relevance and meaning of the broad concept of 'dignity' as it exists in legal or ethical thought. Rather, it sets out simply to illustrate that in the mixed legal systems of Scotland and South Africa, legal claims which are predicated on the occurrence of some infringement of human dignity have been raised (and have the potential to be raised), pressed, and ultimately vindicated by the courts in those jurisdictions. 5 Such claims have been predicated on the basis of the actio iniuriarum, a legal mechanism which has been neglected by Scots jurisprudence for some time, 6 in spite of its unquestioned reception into that legal system, 7 but which fundamentally forms one of the three 'pillars' of the South African law of obligations alongside Aquilian liability and the action for pain and suffering. 8 In essence, the actio iniuriarum serves to compensate those persons who have suffered some hurt -be that hurt emotional, physical or fiscal -at the hands of another. In Roman law, the etymologically complex term iniuria could refer to a number of distinct wrongs -indeed, for that very reason the term may be familiar to Anglo-American lawyers due to its place within the Aquilian damnum injuria datum -but in the sense of the specific delict it referred to any contumelious attack on the dignity of a freeman. 9 Modern scholarship in Civil law and Civilianinfluence countries has developed an understanding of a number of taxonomically distinct 'personality rights' (though Scots law, in this area, remains 'a thing of shreds and patches'), 10 but 'at a high level of generality, it would probably not be controversial to say that all iniuriae were offences against dignity… dignitas is assailed, not when certain outcomes are made out, but precisely by the defendant's mind-attitude of disregarding the other party's status'.
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With the above in mind, this article seeks to establish that those scenarios set forth by Foster in his piece are, as that author claims, matters which raise concerns about human dignity (understood broadly) and that in any legal system which recognises a need to expressly protect human dignity where it has been infringed, a mechanism akin to the actio iniuriarum may be -and indeed should be -utilised to provide recompense to aggrieved parties. In an earlier work, Foster claimed that 'there are some situations in medical ethics and in bioethics with which existing analytical tools are wholly unable to deal'. 12 This article highlights the inaccuracy of this statement; the required analytical tools to deal with difficulties of the kind that Foster describes are, indeed, extant, but they are to be found within the realm of 'oxymoronic comparative law', 13 rather in any one Common law legal system.
Dignity and the Actio Iniuriarum
In 14 Nevertheless, the mercurial nature of the term 'dignity' has not prevented the actio iniuriarum from operating as an effective and sophisticated legal mechanism which expressly affords remedy to those claiming affront to dignity in Romanistic legal systems. 15 'Dignity' does not simply exist as an unexpressed undercurrent which silently informs the operation of the actio iniuriarum; in addition to existing at the core of the action itself, 16 one's interest in one's dignity is manifestly recognised as an essential personality right which is worthy of protection. The Roman jurist Ulpian identified three interests against which the delict of iniuria could be committed -corpus (the body), fama (reputation) and dignitas (dignity). 17 This triad of non-patrimonial interests was adopted and popularised by the work of the Dutch jurist Voet, 18 which greatly informed the development of jurisprudence in Scotland and South Africa, as well as the Civil law tradition more widely. The influence of this work in the Common law tradition, however, was more limited. Anglo-American law recognises only the first and second of the trio as meriting legal protection, offering protection in respect of corpus by way of torts such as assault and battery, and protection to fama by way of the torts of slander and libel. 19 Dignitas is not expressly afforded protection. 20 In Civilian and Civilianinfluenced legal thought, however, the term is now understood to exist as a nomen collectivum; Thus, though it can certainly be said that dignitas is 'the most problematic' of the trio, it also remains 'at once the most interesting' of the three protected interests. 23 In modern South
African law, it has been determined that dignity -and infringements thereof -is to be both objectively and subjective assessed; the concept consequently encompasses both an individual's own subjective feelings of self-worth along with objectively determined features such as their freedom, autonomy and equality with other legal subjects. 24 The 
Foster's Three Scenarios
In his piece for this journal, Foster set out three examples of occasions in which a legal model which conceptualises human biological material as 'property' would either do only a 'workmanlike job' at best, or fail utterly to capture the essence of the issue at hand at worst. 29 Foster had previously espoused the three scenarios in his earlier work published in the Journal of Medical Ethics (JME); 30 the issues at hand are identical in the scenarios presented in both publications, but the text from the CQHE publication is reproduced below:
1. "A child's heart, retained for the purposes of medical research: The child died of a disease being studied at the institute that has retained it. Its heart, which is particularly useful to the researchers, was removed at post-mortem without the knowledge of the parents. The rest of the body was returned and buried. The researchers say that they did not seek the parents' permission because they knew that it would have been refused. They are unrepentant, asserting that the value of their research to future children trumps any ethical quibbles about parental consent.
2. A human ear ashtray: Medical students steal an ear from the cadaver they are dissecting. Back at their student squat, they use it as an ashtray. The cadaver was donated for the purposes of medical education, and the donor (the person whose body it is) would have been outraged at this misuse. Foster is right to note that a property-based legal model may potentially offer some remedy in respect of the wrongdoing which occurred in some of these hypothetical situations, but that equally the language of property seems utterly inappropriate in each of these scenarios.
The actions of the purported wrongdoers in each of the three fictitious cases cannot be regarded as morally equivalent to plain theft or trespass. Indeed, even if they were so, Common law jurisdictions would find it difficult to offer remedy under the heading of 'property' in each of these circumstances, given the longstanding rule precluding 'property in a corpse' 32 (which has, itself, been extended to cover all human biological material more widely). 33 Having made his case that the language of property is inadequate to describe the problems raised in each of the three scenarios, Foster goes on to make a strong case that, in each of the three cases, the language of 'dignity' ought to be preferred as a means of describing each of these wrongs, though he concedes that 'dignity is easier to recognise than define'.
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This statement is true not only in respect of the philosophical notion, which has attracted a copious amount of comment from ethical thinkers and philosophers, 35 but also of the legal conception of 'dignity' within the context of the actio iniuriarum. Since the core of 'dignity', as a specific personality interest, is the right to be treated with respect and there are a potentially infinite number of ways in which disrespect may be manifested, 36 it should follow that an infringement of dignity should be easier to detect that to define. Such difficulty has not 37 and
should not present difficulties to those who wish to seek remedy in respect of infringement of dignity.
Accordingly, in spite of the difficulties in defining and delimiting 'dignity' within the law, it can be shown that each of the three scenarios set out by Foster would give rise to actionable iniuriae in any jurisdiction which recognises the existence of such a concept. Indeed, as is elucidated below, there is (comparatively) recent Scottish case law which demonstrates that the first of the three scenarios represents a clear case of iniuria and there exists South African jurisprudence which indicates that the third, though dealt with in terms of the criminal, rather than civil, law, may also amount to an illegal infringement of dignity.
The second of the three scenarios may also be conceptualised as an instance of iniuria.
In Pitmedden's 17 th century treatise on 'Mutilation and Demembration', there is reference to a debate amongst the Civilian ius commune scholars as to whether or not the severing of a limb from a dead body ought to be categorised as 'demembration' (a specific sub-category of iniuria). 38 Thus, it is possible to make the case that Foster is right to suggest that the language of dignity is instructive in dealing with all three hypothetical cases.
analogous to AB v Leeds Teaching Hospital. 39 This case concerned the removal of organs from deceased children without parental authorisation. In response to this, the parents raised a group action in respect of psychiatric injury. The claim was based on the grounds that the organs of the children were removed from their bodies, retained by the hospital and subsequently disposed of by the hospital with neither the knowledge nor consent of the parents, as ss. of 'human work or skill', the biological material could be said to have taken on the character of 'property', 40 it necessarily followed that the organs of the children were to be considered 'property' for the purposes of law. This did not allow the parents of the deceased children to claim any legal remedy, however. By operation of the 'human work or skill rule', the individual who carries out the necessary act of human work or skill acquires ownership of the nova species -the body or body part that is 'worked' on. Accordingly, it was held that the hospital were to be regarded, in law, as the 'owners' of the organs once its employees conducted the necessary 'work' on the bodies. The plaintiffs in AB were thus unable claim remedy in either property law or in tort law. Indeed, it was because they lacked ownership of their children's organs, combined with the absence of any nominate tort concerned with wrongful interference with the body, that the plaintiffs had no remedy in law at all. 
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In holding that the conduct in Stevens amounted to iniuria, the Outer House ensured the provision of a simpler, and consequently more satisfactory, remedial approach to issues of this kind than that suggested in the McLean report. It was able to do so by dint of the existence of 'dignity' as a protected legal interest in Scots law. Accordingly, it can be demonstrated that
Foster is not only right to suggest that the language of dignity would be best placed to describe the nature of the wrong which occurred in the first of his three examples, since the 'insult' impinging the parent's dignity may be said to be the crux of the wrongdoing, but also that there exists a legal taxonomy which practically serves to not only offer remedy, but to do so in the terms which Foster describes.
As noted in regard to the second of the hypothetical scenarios, Lord Pitmedden specifically considered an example akin to that which Foster described. By the time of Pitmedden's writing, iniuria existed within the taxonomy of Scots law as a high-level category which was itself divisible into 'second-level' and tertiary sub-categories. 48 Among the secondlevel categories were the subdivisions iniuria realis -which pertained to iniuriae committed by way of physical acts -and iniuria verbalis -which pertained to iniuriae effected by way of words. These sub-categories themselves could be sub-divided into third-level (tertiary) categories; thus, mutilation (severing body parts from a person) and demembration (permanently crippling the limb(s) of a person) -the subjects which Pitmedden treated in his treatise -were taxonomically considered to be specific sub-categories of iniuria realis.
In the course of his work, Pitmedden considered whether 'a man may be punished as a demembrator who cuts off a member of a dead man out of a design to disgrace it'. 49 Pitmedden himself took the view that such a man could not be so regarded, drawing on the authority of the Italian jurist Prospero Farinacci, although it was nevertheless noted that the jurists of the ius commune were not of one mind in respect of this question. Pitmedden himself recognised that the Spaniard Francisco Suárez was of the view that such a man ought to be punished for demembration due to the malice demonstrated in the commission of such an act.
Whether or not one may say that the dignity of the corpse is infringed by the severing of a body part from it, it is clear that, from the logic presented by Macaulay in respect of the Scottish unauthorised post-mortem cases, 50 such an act could be regarded as displaying such insensitivity towards the family of the deceased that it ought to permit them remedy in respect of the affront to their dignity. This would be consistent with the position set out by Foster and such would provide remedy for the occurrence of an obvious -if nebulous and indefinableact of wrongdoing. 51 The potential for the actio iniuriarum to remedy wrongs of this kind, in language which adequately captures the nature of the wrongdoing, is consequently apparent and is, indeed, confirmed by the Roman sources 52 and Scottish institutional writers. 53 In effect, though the dead may not be able to lay claim to any interest in dignity, the surviving heirs of a deceased person do retain an interest in protecting the dignity interests of their forbearers.
The benefit of the recognition of iniuria as a legal wrong -and thus, by association, of dignity as a legal interest -in cases of this kind can also be seen by contrasting the legal Turning to the third of Foster's scenarios, it is submitted that the insensitivity displayed by the boys in this hypothetical is such that, if the deceased were to have any family, the actio iniuriarum could provide them with a remedy. In the absence of family, however, it would appear that there is no civil remedy, though only because no one could be said to hold the requisite locus standi to raise an actio iniuriarum; the actions of the boys are still evidently wrongful. Thus, it is notable that in South Africa iniuria may amount to criminal conduct, as well as a civil wrong. 59 The essence of crimen iniuria is practically analogous to the civil conceptualisation of iniuria within South African law, 60 although it has been said that the affront effected must be 'serious' in order to merit criminal prosecution. 63 Such is consistent with the third scenario and such clearly illustrates a means by which the law may be used to protect societal interests in human dignity. The question for policy-makers is whether or not such conduct merits criminal sanction; whether or not it is appropriate to transplant the civil law framework underpinning the actio iniuriarum to the criminal law is ultimately beyond the scope of this article. specifically illustrates that the rationale for the Scots crime is the affront to human dignity effected by the interference with a corpse which has been reverentially buried. 66 Like its Scottish successor, the Roman crimen violati sepulcri was a penal action which could be raised in any instance in which a grave was disturbed in some manner or another.
Significant for the purposes of the present discussion, the crimen violati sepulcri was an actio popularis, meaning that if an action in response to interference with a grave-site was not raised by one with an interest in the grave, then any Roman citizen could raise the action. 67 Violation of sepulchre was thus regarded by the Romans as so offensive to public mores that even in an age of primarily private penal actions, it was deemed to be a wrong committed against the public as a whole. The law relating to the crimen violati sepulcri is thus instructive in respect of the third of Foster's posited scenarios; a flexible criminal law action grounded in the recognition of dignity has the potential to allow for specific criminal liability to attach in situations in which there is gross abuse of a previously interred cadaver.
From the above, it is clear that the legal recognition of iniuria, as it existed in Roman law and as it presently exists in Scotland and South Africa, has the potential to provide legal remedies to those who have been affronted by conduct such as that presented in Foster's three scenarios and to do so utilising the language which Foster holds to be most appropriate in such cases. It has consequently been demonstrated that there exists a practical legal framework which can -and does -specifically serve to protect interests in human dignity. From this, though it has been argued that 'dignity' is an utterly useless concept, it can also be demonstrated that dignity is a useful construct which can be -and should be -used by lawyers and ethicists in novel or difficult cases concerning human biological material. This is so even in spite of the ultimately mercurial or nebulous nature of the word itself.
Lessons from the Actio Iniuriarum?
The salient point to be drawn from the above analysis is the fact that 'dignity' does not need to be burdened with a restrictive definition in order to act as an effective remedy in respect of wrongdoing. Indeed, the flexibility of the term is an asset. The law can serve to offer restitution to those who have been affronted by the actions of another, even if is difficult to describe the nature of the wrongdoing with absolute precision. By means of a mechanism such as the actio iniuriarum, any sufficiently disrespectful conduct which effects some affront to human dignity may grant remedy to the affronted party: Speaking of the actio iniuriarum as it existed in Roman law, Descheemaeker and Scott noted that 'as long as the wrongdoer's purpose was to bring his victim into disrepute, his conduct -whatever it was -was potentially actionable'. 68 Within the terms of the dual subjective/objective test for infringement of dignity, it would appear that this remains the case in Scots and South African law today.
Thus, accepting the premise that Foster's thesis is correct and that certain circumstances -particularly those concerning the regulation of human tissue, but certainly other aspects of medical practice -give rise to ethical problems which are best described using the language of dignity, it can further be demonstrated that such circumstances can, in fact, be regulated by an Common lawyers to look to these jurisdictions for guidance when they are faced with such issues. 69 Secondly it is noted that, as Descheemaeker and Scott persuasively argued in their collection on Iniuria and the Common Law, so-called 'oxymoronic comparative law' can,
'when the two terms of the oxymoron are properly chosen', lead to a stimulating and fruitful outcome. 70 As those authors -and the collection of contributors to their text -establish in that study, and as they had previously established in the 2011 seminar on the subject held at All Souls College, Oxford, an oxymoronic comparison of the place of iniuria in systems which have allowed it to flourish, those which have neglected it and those which never recognised the concept to begin with can be very useful indeed.
Perhaps the strongest argument in favour of the importation, into the Common law, of some mechanism to protect dignity is the fact that an iniuria-like mechanism was already introduced into English law by way of the Protection from Harassment Act 1997. 71 Even in the complete absence of a common law equivalent to the Roman conception of iniuria, it was evidently felt,
by Parliament, that a specific tort akin to this delict was desirable within English law. In Scotland, wherein the actio iniuriarum has been badly mistreated, it has nevertheless been noted that 'there will always be occasions when judges will seem to protect one party from being held up to hatred, contempt or ridicule by another, and that however much the actio iniuriarum may be suppressed, it is liable only to appear elsewhere in the law'. 72 The veracity of this statement may be inferred from the fact that the civil element of the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 was extended to Scotland, functionally duplicating an action which was already available by way of the common law. Likewise, in Germany, where the actio iniuriarum was thrown out by the by the front door', the action nevertheless 'managed to sneak in through the back window' as a result of the recognition of an allgemeines Persönlichkeitsrecht -a general personality right introduced by the Basic Law and later expanded to functionally serve the same purposes as the actio iniuriarum. 73 Accordingly, it is plainly demonstrable that a jurisdiction which enjoys no foundational connection to the action found it necessary to introduce an analogue to it by statute, a jurisdiction which neglected its institutional connection to the action saw fit to functionally duplicate it and a jurisdiction which, at one time, deigned to dispose of the action entirely nonetheless found it necessary to allow the action to recrudesce. This, it is submitted, illustrates both the underlying, yet fundamental, need for the law to recognise and protect human dignity in order to effect just judicial outcomes (broadly), as well as the desirability of a mechanism akin to the actio iniuriarum in any given legal system (specifically).
Conclusion
Ultimately, it is apparent that in spite of the fact that dignity is a much-maligned notion, it has nevertheless proven itself to be an effective doctrinal tool to allow for remedial claims in Scottish and South African law. More than this, it is apparent that the 'difficult' scenarios set out by Foster in his 2014 pieces are demonstrably examples of iniuria and that, as the concept of 'dignity' lies at the core of the actio iniuriarum, there presently exists a framework which has the potential to allow for disputes of this kind to be resolved utilising the language of dignity.
This extant framework does not require that the scope of 'dignity' be universally and unequivocally determined; indeed, it can be said that it is the flexibility of the term 'dignity' itself which has allowed the actio iniuriarum to operate as an effective legal mechanism. It is true that infringements of dignity are easier to detect than to define and so the nature of the actio iniuriarum as an action which serves to provide remedy to those who have suffered from (potentially) any wrongful conduct ought to be regarded as an asset, rather than a liability.
Though the actio iniuriarum is a product of the Roman legal tradition, with no common law counterpart in the Anglo-American legal world, the existence of the action within Scots and South African law suggests that it has the potential to be instructive in cases which arise in wholly Common law jurisdictions. Indeed, the need for some mechanism akin to the actio iniuriarum has already been implicitly recognised by English legislators, given that the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 functionally served to introduce an analogue to the action into the law of England and Wales. If, indeed, it is desirable to treat the core of legal and ethical disputes relating to human biological material, or the human body itself, as human dignity, then a comparative analysis of an action which already has done so -and has the potential to continue doing so -provides the best possible starting point in this debate.
Accordingly, it is hoped that this piece shall not be the last word on the potential for the actio iniuriarum to influence medical jurisprudence in mixed and Common law jurisdictions, but rather that it should serve to provoke further discussion.
